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REMOTE BUYING
Absentee bidding & buying

A widely acknowledged side effect of the pandemic
has been buyers leaving capital cities and ‘buying
remotely’ in the regions. Whether it is a ‘sea change’
or a ‘tree change’, people have departed capital cities
and ‘buying remotely’ in the regions.

would be limited as to how deep it would intrude
upon the real estate transaction. Most people quickly
accepted that the internet would redefine how properties
were marketed/advertised. This assumption was
proven correct as the internet completely decimated
newspaper empires lucrative real estate classifieds, in
less than 10 years.
Buyers acquiring real estate remotely, sight unseen,
relying exclusively on footage and information available
over the web is next level. As with many parts of the
economy, how real estate is now being transacted and
leased has changed since the pandemic began.
House prices have risen so quickly in 2021, many
overseas buyers don’t feel comfortable waiting for
the International borders to reopen before being able
to physically inspect properties. Instead, they are
acting now and buying remotely without conducting a
physical inspection. Tenants are increasingly leasing
remotely, relying on video tours, photos and friends on
the ground.

169 Beattie Street, Balmain sold with Harris Partners by
Silent Auction for $2,061,100 after only 21 days on the
market. There were 7 bidders.

Remote buyers are employing a combination of
Buyer’s Agents, friends & family and even the seller’s
listing agent to offer guidance on properties of interest.
Genuine phone bids at auctions are common. In recent
times, most agents have found themselves streaming
a live property video tour, to an overseas buyer before
or after an Open Inspection.

A lesser acknowledged side effect of the pandemic in
the property market is buyers who are ‘remote buying’. Property buyers buying real estate via video and/
or Facetime calls has risen just as fast as house prices
in recent times.
Whether these remote buyers are living interstate or
overseas, there is little doubt they have increased in
numbers post COVID-19 and are still very keen to do
business even as borders remain closed. There was
a sense in the past that technology and the internet
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HOW’S THE MARKET?
Consolidating the house price gains, apartments improve

The Sydney housing market continued to power
right through April, with record prices being achieved
on a near weekly basis. Property markets can often
commence the calendar year in optimistic fashion, as
a lack of stock over the summer creates pent-up buyer
demand.
Any suggestion the 2021 housing market was simply
enjoying a New Year burst of optimism has now been
extinguished. The housing market is running at full
speed with prices, clearance rates & bidders per
property up and days on market down.
A lot of buyers understandably feel that stock on market
is low. However, the market is reasonably supplied
with stock. The very low ‘days on market’ creates the
illusion of low stock levels, when the property turnover
is actually higher than pre-COVID in many markets.
Once buyers identify a suitable property, they need
to be decisive and ready to bid unconditionally, often
early in the sales campaign.
April was an interesting test for the market given both
Easter and the school holidays fell during the month.
Harris Partners achieved a record price for a twobedroom home in Frazer Street, Lilyfield and sold a
2-bedroom, 1 bathroom semi at 169 Beattie Street,
Balmain for $2,061,000. Both magnificent homes sold
in under 25 days of being listed on the open market.
The extraordinary price gains that occurred in the first
few months of the year are now baked and consolidated
in the minds of buyers and sellers. Vendors are
increasingly coming to the market with very aggressive
price expectations and in many instances, achieving
their goals.
May, being the final month before winter, can see an
increase of sellers coming to market before the winter
sets in. Stock levels steadily increased from their
summer lows, as vendors push their timeline forward
to sell earlier and take advantage of the market
conditions.
As property prices continue to jump, bankers, regulators
and bureaucrats fret about how household budgets
will handle these record debt levels. The chatter is
increasing on a near weekly basis about the need for
regulators to impose modest restrictions on lending,
to curb the hysteria. This is something we flagged in
February and feel that it is overdue already, such is the
voracity of the current housing market.

Stock levels steadily increased from their summer lows
in Autumn as vendors push their timeline forward to take
advantage of market conditions.

Any effort to slow an overheated market will need
to recognise the difference in performance between
the apartment sector and houses. Therein lies the
challenge the apartment market could ill afford any sort
of impediment on buyer demand given it’s sluggish.
Particularly at a time that rental returns are still down
10% to 20% from the pre-COVID levels.
The relative price differential between houses and
apartments has now widened to such a degree, that
buyers are casting an inquisitive eye to the relative
value on offer in apartments. We have seen the number
of bidders per apartment increase in recent times and
days on market come down. These are welcome signs
for apartment owners who have had little to cheer
about in the past 12 months.
Given the cash that is swirling around the economy,
apartment prices may continue to enjoy the overspill.
Rents however will remain flat until the international
borders reopen. Once this does occur, the rental
market could enjoy a strong bounce. In the interim,
without the borders reopening, the dwelling oversupply
created by the border closure will play out in the
apartment market and more so in the rental market
then the housing market.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
The Australian Financial Review (AFR) recently
reported “Demand from wealthy expat Australians
for prestigious investment properties and homes has
“exploded” because buyers believe the nation’s worldleading containment and management of COVID-19
make it a safer place to live.
Agents say overseas buyers, typically located in the
world’s leading financial centres, are making competing
telephone bids for multimillion-dollar properties they
have inspected online or viewed footage from drones,
but not visited.”
Whilst the trend is most prevalent at the upper end
of the market, there is no doubt remote buying is
occurring across all price points. The Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade spokesman advised the
AFR 500,000 Australians have returned to Australia to
live since the pandemic began in early 2020. As more
stranded Aussies look to return home, we can expect
continued demand, with many prepared to bid and buy
remotely.
Buyers and sellers should be aware of a few points in
relation to this new trend of ‘Remote Buying’.
Buyers should:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Engage/employ people completely independent of
the seller’s agent
Have more than one person on the ground
providing feedback about the subject property. At
least one person should be a friend who stands
to gain nothing, whether you do or don’t buy the
subject property
Review as much information as they possibly can
– due diligence reports, videos, contracts, council
reports on the local area
Double check the claims in the agents marketing
– such as room sizes on the floor plan, distance to
local amenities etc.
Consider what could go wrong with the proposed
purchase
Make every effort to travel and inspect the actual
property, if they are interstate, or in NZ. A physical
inspection of the property you intend purchasing is
preferable than a virtual inspection
Get tax advice (before buying) if they intend on
leasing the target property out whilst they continue
living overseas.
Never allow an employee of the vendor’s real estate
agency bid on their absent behalf at an auction

When questioned on buying real estate sight unseen,
Buyer’s agent Patrick Bright cautioned, ‘the agent’s
job is to present their vendor’s listing/property in

its best possible light to the marketplace. This often
involves clever photography, touched up photos, use
of particular angles to avoid certain negatives and
wide angle lenses that glorify features. All of these
little tricks are exposed once you physically inspect a
property’.
Bright says that when he does a video tour for an absent
buyer, the buyers often ask ‘are you sure you went to
the right house?’ such is the difference between what
is displayed online and what exists in reality.
Sellers should:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Accept remote buyers are a potentially lucrative
pool of prospects in this market
Provide an abundance of information and due
diligence reports upfront so buyers have all crucial
material at hand. The more information a buyer
has the easier it is for them to make a decision
Deal with any adverse issues in a Pest and Building
Report and then have the report updated before
going to market. Issues seem far more dramatic in
writing than they do in the flesh
Consider professional video tours as part of their
marketing package
Insert a clause in your contract stating that you are
willing to exchange on electronic signatures and/or
scanned copies
Employ an agent that is prepared to engage with
overseas buyers who are operating in different time
zones. Eastern Suburbs agent Michael Pallier told
the AFR he has been taking calls from Northern
Hemisphere buyers between 2am and 4am on
occasions.

Expat and remote buyers are not a dominant force in
the current property market. However, their presence
in an already crowded field adds to their imbalance
between supply and pressure.

72 Elliott Street, Balmain sold with Harris Partners by Silent
Auction after a very quick 15-day sales campaign with 197
enquiries and 5 offers being made on the property.

Why the BUYER’S GUIDE
is no guide at all!!

Interpreting real estate agent’s respective price guides
during the 2021 boom has become harder than earning
enough money to purchase a property.

The frustrating reality for buyers is each real estate
agency tends to take a different approach on how they
price their respective listings in the marketplace.
There are a few common ‘price strategies’ agents adopt
that are worth being aware of:
T he Under quote – the agent deliberately
underquotes the price to attract multiple buyers along
to the auction. Don’t make the mistake of believing
underquoting laws protect home buyers. Unfortunately,
these laws are easily flaunted. If the agent’s price guide
seems too good to be true, then its highly likely you are
being bait priced – there are no bargains in a boom.
Step pricing – the agent starts with a low price that
draws buyers to the property. As the interest inevitably
builds, the price increases accordingly.
No price – a list of comparable sales is displayed
at the open house as market evidence. Whilst the

list of recent sales may be suggestive as to the price
expectations, it is not an explicit quote from the agent
- therefore removing any chance of being accused
of underquoting. The agents advise the result will be
determined on the day at the auction. Given the rapid
rate prices have risen in 2021, it is understandable
agents would adopt this approach.
Accurate market pricing – defined as every
endeavour has been made to establish and then
price at the current market value. There is no element
of trickery in the price the agent and the vendor put
forward to the market. Because the housing market
has been rising so quickly in 2021, properties have still
been exceeding the agent’s well intentioned accurate
price guide.
One of the great errors that a buyer can ever make is to
submit an offer solely based on the agent’s price guide.
Or to assume the selling price of the property will be
even loosely related to the guide provided by the agent.
These are the unfortunate facts yet confronting reality
about buying in the current Sydney real estate market.
Buyers who have inadvertently become conditioned to
underquoting can then fall into the trap of adding 30%
to 40% to every agent’s price guide. In the process,
they may be unintentionally ruling themselves out of
the running for homes that are priced accurately and
within their budget.
The frustration doubles when a suitable property sells
within your price guide that you did not even bid on,
due to thinking it was going to sell “way over”.
In the current market, it is highly advisable to research
the property value independently of the advertised
guide.
Attend inspections and auctions of every home in the
immediate area that you intend on purchasing. Become
an expert on the market then form a clear view of
what your target property is worth and what you are
prepared to pay for it.

In the current market, it is highly advisable to research the property
value independently of the agent’s advertised price guide.

There is nothing wrong with assessing the value of your
dream home and being prepared to pay over the odds
to secure it. Not a great strategy for investors though.
Slightly overpaying to secure your dream home is fine.
Being misled week in week out by agents who are
simply lying to your face is simply demoralising though.
The price guide is often no guide at all!!
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